
Mixing Fertilizer Solutions
Made Simple

Robert A. Villenave
Lynnbrier Greenhouses Inc.

1315 Kempsville Road
Chesapeake, VA 23320

H ere are a few simple
formulas for mixing

fertilizer solutions to (1) obtain the desired ppm and (2) to
determine the ppm when adding a desired amount of ferti
lizer.

(1) To obtain desired ppm at water hose, use the following
to mix stock solution:

(Proportloner ratio): 1 desired (ppm)at hose
(%) nitrogen jop_

'̂ f^^^.Sounces/gaT"
•x 1.35=oz./gal (stk sol)

(2) To obtain ppm at water hose when adding a fixed
amount of fertilizer to one gallon of stock solution, use the
following formula:

(%) nitrogen v (oz.)/gal-stk sol. inn ..
(Proportloner ratio):1 X T35 x100 =ppm N2 at hose

Attachment:

i,e'O0%X T55-X== 20° Ppm ^2 ^water hose)
Note: Numbers double underlined are constants. You

supply numbers in parentheses.
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Let's Improve Transplanting
Efficiency This Spring

John W. Bartok, Jr.
Extension Agricultural Engineer

B Iefore the busy spring sea
son begins, it may be well

to spendsometime reviewing yourtransplanting methods to see
ifthey can be improved. This isthelargest labor input that goes
into bedding plant and potted plant production. Let's review
some of the basics and then lookat some systems.

One key to efficient transplanting is to have the materials and
seedlings handy. Time spent walking, reaching orlooking for
materials adds to the production cost. Several things can be
done. If you don't have acontinuous container filling system, try
to bring the flats to the transplanters on pallets. This will reduce
handling and ensure anadequate supply. Locate the flats as
close as possible to the work station.

For small growers with a few hoop houses, frequently, the
mostefficient systemis to set up transplanting stations in the
greenhouse. These stations should be portable, preferably on
wheels sothey can bemoved from one end of the greenhouse to
the other as the area is filled.

Reduce theamount ofwalking that the transplanters have to
do. To make a 10' round trip to pick up a flat costs at least one
cent. Doing this many times aday adds to the cost ofthe plants
as well as tires the worker.

Transplanting is easier if good dibble holes have been formed
in the soil surface ofthe flat. This requires proper moisture con
tent that varies with the type ofmix being used. Experimenta
tion will indicate that level.

If you have not already made the change to plugs, consider
the advantages. Plugs provide singulation and easy handling of
the root ball. This reduces transplanting time byup to half. The
use of a plug popper loosens them for easy removal. Research
has shown that the slight added cost of plugs is offset by the
shorter growing time.

Another key to efficient transplanting is to have an efficient
system for removing the flats from the transplant area. This can
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be by cart, conveyor or other system. Carts should be designed
so that shelves are adjustable for different size plants. If the dis
tance to the growing area is more than 200 feet, an electric cart
or other power unit can be used to pull several carts in tandem.
Overhead trolley conveyors have worked well for some growers
with compact greenhouse facilities.

Now let's look at

some transplanting
systems. There are
many systems and
methods used, but
here is a compari
son of three of them

to give you an idea
of when it might
pay to upgrade.

The lowest tech

system is the trans
planting by hand
on a bench or table.

Production varies

widely depending
on the skill of the

transplanter but
usually falls
between 10 to 20

flats/hour. Assum
ing an 806 flat, a
labor cost of

$6/hour including
benefits, and a pro
duction of 15 flats/
hour, the transplant
ing cost per flat is $0.45. At this rate, it would take about 37
hours to cover 1,000square feet of growing area.

Transplanting conveyors speed production by maintaining an
even pace. They require a minimum of five workers to operate. A
production rate of 30 to 50 flats/person/hour can be achieved
with plugs. Roller conveyors can be used as accumulating sec
tions to supply and remove the flats. A more efficient system is
to place the transplanting conveyor in line with the flat filling/
dibbling operation.

A typical cost for a four-station conveyor with variable speed
belt is $3,000. Assuming an average of 40 flats/hour, the cost per
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Greenhouse Winter Seminar Series
Improve Your Knowledge in Operating Your

Greenhouse Business

UMass Extension Center
240 Beaver Street

Waltham, MA

Wednesday, March 20,1996
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

Basics of Greenhouse Management
Calculating fertilizer rates and photoperiod responses.

Thomas Boyle, University of Massachusetts

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
PlantDisease Diagnostics
Diagnosing common plant diseases.
Signs and symptoms used to diagnose plant diseases.

Rob Wick, University of Massachusetts

Wednesday, March 27, 1996
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

Integrated Pest management in the Greenhouse*
Scouting and decision making.
Scouting poinsettias and spring crops.
Adapting IPM techniques to other crops.

Tina Smith, University of Massachusetts

How Insecticides and Fungicides Work*
How different classes of insecticides work on insects.
How different fungicides attack fungi.
Pat Vittum, University of Massachusetts

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Controlling Common Greenhouse Pests*
Western flower thrips, fungus gnats, shore flies, aphids,
white fly. Using insect thresholds, methods of insecticide
application, insect life cycles and recommended insecticides.

Paul Lopes, University of Massachusetts

*Pesticide recertification hours have been granted for these
sessions.
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Triact 90 EC

(clarified
hydropho
bic extract
of neem

oil)

Black spot
on roses,

anthracnose,
rust, pow
dery mildew,
downy
mildew,
botrytis,
whiteflies,
thrips,
mealybugs,
leafminers,
loopers,
caterpillars,
beet army-
worms,

aphids,
psyllids,
mites, scales

Do not apply through any
type of irrigation system. Do
not use on food crops. Apply
every 7 to 14 days for
disease prevention. For
insects, spray every 7 to 14
days depending upon sever
ity of pest problem.

Price not

available

at this

time.

byshort day lengths which can be a limiting factor on the use of
some natural enemies such as Orius sp. However, thorough
spray coverage is important to ensurecontact with the targeted
insect. Currently, application methods and compatibility issues
with chemicals and biological control agents are under investiga
tion. 6

Try biopesticides on a small scale to increase worker safety
and to reduce the adverse environmental effects of traditional
pesticides. Use biopesticides in your IPM program and treat spot
pest infestations as soon as you detect them.
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flat drops to $0.15 and the 1,000 square feet of area can be filled
in 12 labor hours. The paybackfor this machine can be as little
as 10,000 flats.

Automatic transplanters are becoming more popular with
larger growers as technology advances. These require a crew of
eight to 10 people to operatethe complete system from flat fill
ing to setting the plants in the greenhouse.

Depending on manufacturer, rates of production vary between
50 and 800 flats/hour. Most transplanting machines require two
to four people tooperate with one person or more checking for
skips. The rate perperson can beas high as 100 flats/hour.
Assuming 65 flats/person/hour and theabove-listed parameters,
the cost per flat is $0.09.

With a price tag of $30,000 to $60,000, the payback requires a
large production volume. In our example, ifweassume that we
now have a transplanting conveyor system and are considering
purchase of a machine that costs $60,000, the greenhouse opera
tion would have to produce slightly over 300,000 flats/year to
have a three-year payback period.

Based on comments by a panel at the recent Professional
Plant Growers Association meeting in Buffalo, the greatest
advantage to the automatic transplanter is the rapid replanting
that can be done to fill growing areas that have been shipped.
Keeping the production area full of plants increases the gross
dollars from the greenhouse.

The above examples are given to show that there are signifi
cant differences in the cost of transplanting. Whether you
should consider changing toa new system will depend on a
number of factors that should include accurate data on the pre
sent output and costs.
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